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Helsinki, Minneapolis  -St. Paul, Toronto: Salutes to Uganda, Russia, Iran, LGBT Exiles:  

2008 World Culture Conferences 
     Helsinki/Minneapolis-St. Paul/Stockholm — Art, photos, exhibitions, films, musical 
performances, seminars and discussions characterized the 1st stage of the 2008 ILGCN world 
rainbow cultural conference in the Finnish capital – November 14-16, part of the annual 
Tribade Day & Night Festival.

     “We hope that the ILGCN input will also be part of our 10th jubilee festival next year,” says 
Anne Jaaskelainen, festival director and singer/song-writer, who also received the 2008 
“Sowelu” award (for outstanding contributions from women in the Nordic sphere) from the 
Nordic rainbow cultural workers’ organization, Tupilak --  especially honoring her solidarity 
performances in Eastern Europe.

    “We are really pleased to have our new Russian organization participating in the ILGCN 
conference, says Polina Savchenko, St. Petersburg -“Coming 
Out” and we hope that a future stage of the (Cont. on page 2)  “Ganymedes” – Willi Reichhold 
 ___________________________________________________________________________

ILGCN   Assistance with 1st LGBT Film Festival in Bosnia                  http://andysfilmworld.blogspot.com

Film Secretary General Attacked in Sarajevo 
         Queer Sarajevo Festival was opened on Wednesday, 24 September in 
the premises of the Academy of Fine Arts. The occasion was also used for the 
opening of several exhibitions – a photo exhibition by Irfan Redžović, a 
sculpture exhibition by Alma Selimović (both from Bosnia) and a number of 
queer art works from different parts of former Yugoslavia. 

    The hall with the art exhibitions where the opening took place was bursting 
with people – the organisers clearly weren´t counting on so many people 
showing up. In fact, it was almost impossible to see the art works for all the 
people.   At one point, a representative of the Dutch Embassy, one of the main 
funders of the festival, gave a speech in English concluding with„Long     live 
the Queers!” followed by a speech in Bosnian made  by (cont. on page 3)  

Photo by Rašid Krupalija    __________________________________________________________________________           

Lightning visit by Polish President Kills All Demonstration Plans

Postponed Salute to Gay Polish King 
   Krakow --   A special October 31st ‘Birthday Salute’ to the 15th Century 
homosexual Polish-Hungarian King with Russian and Swedish ties -- Wlaydslaw 
3rd -- has been postponed in this southern Polish city.  It was to be under the auspices 
of secretary general Lukasz Palucki of the ILGCN Eastern Europe Secretariat 
-Warsaw.  “The city council gave us permission to place flowers at the tomb – and 
was forced to withdraw this because of the surprise visit by the openly homophobic 
president,” says Palucki. “He was well informed about our event.   This is an insult to our efforts to restore 
LGBT history and identity.    We won’t give up and will keep trying to carry out this ceremony. “ 



2008 World Rainbow Cultural Conferences…. 
 (continued from page 1) ILGCN conference can come to our city.”  The conference also approved a project 
linking the near-by cities of Stockholm, Helsinki and St. Petersburg for future rainbow cultural events, 
providing  mutual co-operation and solidarity. Also at the conference, the ILGCN Nordic award “Arco Nordica” 
was presented to the national Finnish LGBT organization, SETA for its support for Tribade and ILGCN.

                                1st ILGCN World  Cultural Conference in North America

       The 2nd stage of this year’s ILGCN world conference took place at University of  Minnesota venues in 
Minneapolis/St. Paul – September 19-21, the first ILGCN event ever in the United States.  “We are also pleased 
to put a brighter spotlight on LGBT history and show the first work of our brand new travelling exhibition on 
this theme,” says Jean Tretter, secretary general of the ILGCN History Secretariat in Minneapolis/St.Paul. 
“We are also proud of the conference’s well-attended, special  performance of the LGBT Minneapolis 
Symphony Orchestra — which gives great emphasis to the works of lesbian and gay classical composers.”     

          “Our valuable discussions with the leading organizers of Minneapolis Pride and other activists here 
convince me that there is a real desire to increase American involvement in our battles on the rainbow barricaded 
in Eastern Europe and the possibilities that more American Prides will invite some of the  courageous 
representatives from Belarus and other nations where the rainbow is still in chains or under siege,” says Bill 
Schiller, secretary general of the ILGCN  Information Secretariat - Stockholm.

                            Salutes to gay researcher and educator Magnus Hirschfeldt, Uganda, Exiles 

          “We are proud to announce that this year’s ILGCN “Orfeo Iris” award for essential information work 
about Nazi and neo Nazi persecution of homosexuals goes jointly to the Minnesota Libraries and the Magnus 
Hirschfeldt Society in Berlin for their outstanding exhibitions marking the 75th birthday of the pioneering 
Hirschfeldt’s Sexual Institute in Berlin which was destroyed by the Nazis,” adds Tretter.  

     “The participants also send a salute to the coming October 31 ILGCN event in Krakow lifting a 15th century 
Swedish-Polish-Hungarian-Russian ruler   into the rainbow spotlight  – a ceremony organized by Lukasz 
Palucki, the secretary general of the ILGCN Eastern European Secretariat -Warsaw, (luke.santi@eranet.pl) 
-- also to be attended by our ILGCN Hungarian cultural ambassadors,” says Schiller.  (see page 1)

     “We are also proud to announce that the 2008 “Sappho in Paradise” award goes to Ugandan editor in exile, 
Kizza Musinguzi and his website gayrightsuganda.org  -- crucial to an African LGBT community facing 
violent homophobia,” Schiller adds.  “We are glad that  the award diploma will be handed out in London where 
the Ugandan has found asylum.”  (see page 4)

    The award honors outstanding contributions to LGBT information, books, libraries and publications 
– and is co-ordinated both by the ILGCN Information Secretariat and the Paradise Press in London. 
This is the second time the award goes to Africa – earlier going to the Library Project of Gays and 
Lesbians of Zimbabwe.   At both world conference stages, examples from the Tupilak/ILGCN 
Travelling Art & Photo Exhibition were displayed  -- including photos of the ILGCN delegation to 
Bucharest Pride this year.   

                                                1st ILGCN Rainbow Culture Conference Stage in Canada     

          The 3rd stage of this year’s ILGCN world conference will take place in Toronto, Canada November 14-16 
– giving special attention to LGBT’s in exile and the brutal situation for homosexuals in Iran. This is the first 
time an ILGCN event is taking place in Canada.

    “We are offering a great program of art work, seminars, films and musical performances,” says Michael 
Gfroerer, secretary general of the ILGCN North American Secretariat – Toronto (he is also an ILGCN 
“Orfeo Musica” prize winner).  “And of course we welcome other ILGCN cultural ambassadors, co-ordinators 
as well as other rainbow cultural workers to the gathering.”   michaelgfroerer@gmail.com 

     The Canadian conference also hopes to follow tradition by confirming new ILGCN ambassadors and co-
ordinators as well as next year’s world conference sites. Proposals so far have come from Bucharest, Budapest, 
St. Petersburg and Istanbul.    ILGCN world conferences are traditionally shared by different cities to make it 
easier for those unable to afford travelling long distances, since the ILGCN has no travel funds for participants. 
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Film Secretary General Attacked in Sarajevo…. 
(continued from page 1)  Boba, one of the local  organisers from Organisation Q. The crowds cheered and the whole atmosphere was 
lively but rather relaxed – the weeks of hate speech from parts of the Bosnian media and most political parties seemed rather distant.
                                                                   
       In the meantime, the opposing crowd outside was growing bigger – the daily Ramadan meal at 7 pm was over. As the 
opening was coming to a close, I and three Bosnian friends of mine decided to move further and went outside. The crowd 
didn’t look particularly friendly but on the other side, at least at that moment they weren’t shouting or chanting anything and 
looked relatively calm, no doubt largely due to the presence of the police in front of the building. 

      When we decided to start walking, a guy standing next to me silently tried to block my passage and pushed me. I asked 
him what his problem was but he didn’t reply. We started walking and I noticed that a group of those people also started 
walking in the same direction. One of the two girls in our group decided that we´d better get into her car which was parked 
on the other side of the Academy, not far away, so we turned right and walked through a line of policemen who were standing 
outside. The other side was badly lit and deserted – no civilians, no police. 

      I kept watching our backs but nobody seemed to follow us at that point. But that was only a moment of calm before the 
storm. As we had reached the parking lot, I suddenly saw with the back of my eye that a group of people were running at us 
and a second later we were attacked from behind. I tried to turn around to defend myself and get away from them but fell and 
found myself surrounded by what seemed to be four young guys who started kicking the living daylights out of me from all 
sides. Somehow, I managed to get back on my feet and get out of the circle, so I started running all I could without looking 
back. As I was running, I noticed I was basically blind on my left eye and my hands were covered in blood. 

        I also couldn’t help noticing how badly lit and deserted the streets were at that point. Absolutely no police presence 50 
meters from the Academy. I eventually reached a place where I felt I was safe and my friends collected me from there. Most 
of that night was spent in a local hospital where they kept sending me from one clinic to another and eventually stitched me 
up. At the emergency room we also saw some other victims of the attacks that night. Two guys who had left the venue in a 
taxi were followed for four kilometers, then brutally dragged out of the car, threatened with guns and then beaten with them. 

    Towards dawn we were all taken to a police station where we gave our statements. This process took an incredible amount 
of time and the police officers in charge found it important to ask questions like what the maiden name of my mother was. 
Eventually, I and a friend of mine were driven to my hotel room with some police escort and we could finally get some sleep.

     On the following day I was taken back to the hospital for some further checks but otherwise stayed in my hotel room all 
day watching TV…  In the evening I was visited by some of the organisers who told me that the Festival as a public event 
wouldn´t continue since the police claimed that they couldn´t provide any protection for the participants or the organisers but 
that they would try to stage some of the planned events in secret locations for specifically invited guests. I was supposed to 
take part in a panel debate after the screening of John Greyson’s “Lilies” together with the director himself on Friday and 
although in a poor physical condition I still wanted to go through with it. The day after, I had to go back to the clinic of 
„facial reconstruction”. The organisers suggested that I go to their office after that as they were planning to take me and the 
other guests of the festival to „the only safe restaurant” in town for a dinner later that day. What I couldn´t quite foresee was 
that I was to stay inside that office for about 24 hours. Plans kept changing as the phones never went silent around me. The 
organisers even used my phone at times as they weren´t sure if their phones were bugged. 

        At one point some of the organisers left for the airport to collect an artist who was coming to the festival to stage a 
performance. A car had followed them. Boba switched off the lights, I sat down on the floor – just in case. After a number of 
calls back and forth we learned that they were now safe – they drove back from the airport with a police escort…Although 
offered, I decided not to leave. If they followed after me, they would learn where I´m staying and that place was definitely 
not safe. Not knowing who was lurking outside and what those people could come up with during the night, I decided to seek 
protection from a different source.  Being a Danish national, I phoned the emergency number of the Danish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. About twenty minutes later I got a phone call from the Danish Embassy. It turned out to be the ambassador 
himself. After some negotiations the embassy managed to persuade the Bosnian police to dispatch a police car to the area 
which was to keep an eye on us all night long…  

     When I woke up the next morning, I knew I didn’t want to spend another night in that city. The organisers put me on a 
plane to Zagreb on Saturday afternoon ….. I left but the local organisers stayed and so did thousands of Bosnian queers, 
many of them too afraid to leave their houses after what had happened.                                 – Andrejs  Visockis,  Riga
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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”Sappho in Paradise” to Ugandan Exile 
     London -- Kizza Musinguzi, editor of gayrightsuganda.org, has been awarded the  2008 ‘Sappho in 
Paradise’ for outstanding contributions in the world of literature and information.   Musinguzi fled extremist 
homophobic brutality in Uganda, and is an asylum seeker in the UK.

     Gayrightsuganda.org documents the organised campaign of violent religious and state-sponsored homophobia 
sweeping the strategic African nation, with the support of the Anglican Church and UK arms manufacturer BAe. 
The award is conferred annually by the ILGCN and the London-based Paradise Press and this year includes a 
signed, First Edition copy of Graham Robertson‘s novel,  “A New Man in Old Steine,”  It  was presented by 
Ian Stewart, chairman of Paradise Press and secretary general for the ILGCN Literature Secretariat – 
London at a demonstration sponsored by the National Union of Students, outside Uganda House in London, on 
9 October, Uganda’s National Independence Day.

      “This award has to go to the many people in Uganda who are still suffering from homophobic violence,” said 
Musinguzi at the ceremony.         
                                                    Increasing Homophobia against Ugandan LGBT’s  

      "It is deeply moving to see our prize awarded to Kizza Musinguzi and gayrightsuganda.org ," said  Stewart. 
"The worsening situation for lesbians and gay men in Uganda at the hands of the Anglican Church and BAe 
reveals the violent homophobia with which the UK Establishment is happy to be associated, in callously 
exploiting some of the world's most vulnerable people. Scholars consistently document these same British 
corporate and religious interests deliberately wiping-out, long ago, the many timeless African social structures 
which embraced indigenous homosexual men and women." 

      "Eradicating this longstanding social order, generations ago, set the original groundwork for slavery and 
colonisation. "Highlighting for the greater public these noxious goings-on by British institutions, 
gayrightsuganda.org provides us with a rarely heard African perspective -- and this under the most harsh 
conditions, of a truly tenuous exile." Stewart added.   "I wholeheartedly wish him the best in struggling through 
our privatised British asylum system, which once again sees the few reaping their dirty profits, in dispro-
portionately excluding from the UK informed lesbian and gay commentators, like the hugely brave editor.”

__________________________________________________________________________

  ILGCN Annual Awards  :     (Proposals welcomed at a ll Secretariats)

             Rainbow Iceberg ( international work)            Sappho in Paradise (libraries, publishing) 

                                 

           Orfeo Iris (research i n  Nazi & neo Nazi persecution)

                                                                    Grizzly Bear (work i n  ferocious situations)  

         Orfeo Musica (international  co-operation)                
                                                                                                                  Arco Nordica (Nordic co-operation)    
 

’    Clio s Silver Cup (LGBT history)               Orfeo Imago ( art  &  photos)             Carl Mi lle’s Orfeo 
__________________________________________________________________________

             
ILGCN Secretariats

: Information Stockholm  www.ilgcn.tupilak.org                                              

: Women Tallinn krissu.@  qiss.eu      

:History   Minneapolis   trett007@umn.edu

:Literature  London istewart@alumni.sfu.ca     

 :Eastern Europe  Warsaw  santi@santi.net.pl 

 : North America Toronto michaelgfroerer@yahoo.ca  

   Film  &  :Film Festivals  Riga   andrejs.visockis@gmail.com 
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